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Introduction
Like an action packed summer day-dream Innocent High will bring back memories of all the sweet teens
you lusted after in school and all the naughty things you wished you could have done with them.
Skoolgirl porn has never been sexier than this site makes it out to be!

Adult Review
Innocent High is the flagship website of a new production house that specializes in innovative and exclusive quality porno
movies. As their first offering, Innocent High goes a long way to earn the satisfaction of perverts everywhere with plenty of
top shelf theme focused teen porn!
  
  The site updates every single Monday like clockwork and the updates are something you'll be looking forward to. Each
features a lithe young teen in a provocative scene centered around the school girl fantasy. From staying after school to getting
caught smoking, this site features every angle of every fantasy you ever had while your mind wandered in the back of a
classroom.
  
  The girls of Innocent High are a great mix of fresh faces that lend themselves well to the genre the site is trying to portray.
Meryl Streep wont find much acting competition from the chicks in the adult industry but each of these cuties does a fine job
of staying in character while you knuckle up and get ready to share your approval with them.
  
  The site does not use any DRM encryption so anything you download is yours to keep... and they are so sure you will be
satisfied by what they have to offer that they have a 3 day trial access for a $2.99.
  
  Have a look at the right side of this page for a list of Included Sites that you also get full access to in your one membership
plan. This site is excellent and as part of a larger all original network it's one hell of a deal!
  
  Though Innocent High is relatively new it already has a great catalog of shoots and plenty of video and pics for you to sift
through. The interface does a nice job of sorting them for you and even allows you to tag scenes as favorites. Again, going
the extra step, these guys even run contests each month with free giveaways of PSPs and Playstation3s for their members.
Joining while the site is new only increases your chances of winning one!

Porn Summary
Innocent High does a fantastic job of portraying all the sexy scenarios you dreamed of in School while you were sitting in the
back of the room eying the teacher's ass or getting one of your hottest classmates to smile at you!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'High School the way you wished it was!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 85
Support: 85 Unique: 84    Taste: 88        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
Oye Loca (83) ,Solo Interviews (80) ,Euro City Life (66) ,The Real Workout (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Coeds, Exclusive, Hardcore, Natural, Teen
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.87 Preview: 3 Days for $2.99 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 147
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